


The Committee headed by Chief Engineer/Commercial, DHBVN, Hisar
and comprising of CFO/DHBVN, SE/SO, SE/M&, and Senior AO
/open Access sha, preferably crear the apprications within the same
day" However, the decision shall in no case be delayed beyond three
days from the date of receipt of the application.
The concessionar Tariff, as given berow, which shall be exclusive
of FSA, ED and M. Tax, would be applicable for the ener$/ drawn
during off peak hours i.e. 21:00 to 05:30 hours over and above
normal consumption in the corresponding month of the preceding
year' The eners/ drawn over and above the normar consumption, on
which concessional tariff would apply, would. be equal to lesser of
Ax and Ay, where

Ax= Cumulative change in consumption during night hours
(2I:OO Hrs to 05:30 Hrs) over the entire billing cycle.

Ay= Cumulative change in total consumption d.uring the 00:00
to 24:OO hours over the entire billing cycle.

The base consumption for working out the change in consumption
would be decided by the Nigam on case to case basis keeping in
view the factors like seasonality, load/CD extension etc.

The concessional tariff sha-ll be as under:_

(vii) once opting to avail concessionar tariff, the consumer wourd. continue
to be charged concessional tariff for the entire duration of the Scheme
from November to March. The billing und.er concessional tariff shall
commence from start of b,ling period immediately foll0wing the date
of acceptance of the application of the consumer.

(viii) The scheme of concessionar tariff wourd remain operative from
November, 201g to March, 2020 and shall terminate on 3lst March,
2020 unless extend.ed by the Hon,ble Commission.

(ix) The HT industrial consumers, including furnaces can opt for ToU
tariff or concessionar tariff or both. In case of a consumer who has
opted for both ToU tariff and concessiona_l tariff, the ToU Tariff will be
applicable on the norma-l consumption and concessiona_l tariff will be
appricabre on the incremental consumption i.e. rebate as in ToU tariff
will not be applicable on incrementa_l consumption.

Further, in case of HT ind.ustrial connections where the period of
one year from the date of rerease of connection has yet not been completed andconsequentry the normar consumption of the corresponding month of previous
year is not available, the consumption of bilring month immediatety preced.ingthe month in which benefit of concessionar tariff is to be availed will be
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considered as normal consumption subject to the condition that same is found
commensurate with his load/cD. In case, it is not, the consumption as may beconsidered appropriate by the committee shalr be considered as normal
consumption. This reraxation however, would not be applicabre for seasonal
industries i'e' in case of HT Industrial consumers running seasonal industries
like rice shalrers etc., the option of availing concessional tariff will not be
available if the one year period from the date of connection has not yet been
completed' provided, in case there has been an increase or decrease in road of
a particular consumer, the consumption figures shal be re_worked on pro rata
basis i.e. if load has been enhanced. by say 10%, the baserine consumption
shall be escalated by loo/o for the purpose of working out the incremental
/additional consumption (A kwh/ A KW).

provided, in case there has been an increase or decrease in road ofa particular consumer, the consumption figures sha, be re_worked. on pro rata
basis i.e. if load has been enhanced by say 10% the baseline consumption shailbe escalated by 10% for the purpose of working out the incremental /additionat consumption (A kWh / A KW)

The scheme for concessional tariff for HT Industrial consumers asabove shal be subjected to following conditions.
a) In case at any point of time the Discoms feel that further

margins for accepting more applications is not there, the
Discoms wi, stop accepting new applications but the existing
beneficiaries wourd be alrowed to continue availing
concessional tariff

b) In case of any force Majeure eventualities/ conditions i.e.
unexpected falr in availability/margins, more than expected.
additional load coming on the system etc., the Discoms w,l
stop/curtail the scheme by giving one month,s notice to the
beneficiaries.

The scheme for concessional tari{f shalr terminate w.e.f. 31"tMarch, 2O2O unless extended by the Hon,ble Commission.
The above instructions shall came into force with immediate effectand may be brought to the notice of aI concerned for strict and meticulous

compliance.

"",:tH,ffiJ,l;-*u,",",DHBVN, Hlsar.


